Note: An Appendix has been added to visually show the effects discussed here. Readers new
to these concepts or those who wish a brief summary may wish to examine this first.

The Effect of Stacking on Bit Depth
Craig Stark
Abstract
Simulations based on empirically-derived estimates of the noise in an 8-bit camera (a SAC8-II)
were used to determine how many bits of information are present in stacks (averages) of varying
numbers of images. Reasonable-length stacks for such high-sensitivity cameras (100 frames)
were shown to result in quantization errors at the level of approximately 12-bits of information.
At this level, other noise dominates both stacks of 8-bit and stacks of 16-bit data, making the
quantization issue a more minor concern. Even in stacks of only 10 images, the inherent noise
dominated both the 8-bit and 16-bit stacks such that the total error in 8-bit and 16-bit stacks was
virtually identical. In fact, the quantization error in a stack of 10 8-bit images was less than the
inherent noise in a stack of 200 16-bit images. Only when noise values in the system were very
low was there a benefit for 16-bit over 8-bit quantization in equal-length stacks. An additional
technique for increasing bit depth – the use of multiple exposure durations – is presented briefly
as well.
Introduction
In the astroimaging community, a great deal of interest has surrounded the idea of stacking
multiple raw frames in an effort to create a better final image. Instead of a single hour-long
exposure, many amateurs are collecting ten six-minute exposures, or 60 one-minute exposures,
or even 360 ten-second exposures. These images are then “stacked”. Stacking can be done in
numerous ways (averaging, summing, calculating the median, the sigma-clipped sum or average,
etc.). As long as the combination is done intelligently, stacking can be a powerful technique
(examples of unintelligent methods include: 1) summing full-scale 16-bit images using 16-bits to
hold the sum, thus saturating areas and loosing information, 2) averaging 8-bit information using
integers so that the result is still only 8-bits, rather than summing or scaling to 16 or more bits
and then averaging). In particular, stacking helps because:
• One can remove bad frames (e.g., from mount errors, airplane trails, etc).
• One needn’t track accurately for as long as a single frame. In fact, many amateurs collect
data without any guiding.
• The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. This is mainly the case when comparing
images of the same duration. Four 30-second exposures will have half the noise of a
single 30-second exposure (noise follows a 1/sqrt(N) function). One hundred such
frames will have one tenth as much noise (and therefore 10x the SNR). Reducing the
noise allows one to “stretch” the image to make a very fine distinction between dim
portions of a DSO and the skyglow that is just the tiniest bit darker than the DSO (this
will always be the case – its just a question of how small that difference is.)
• The bit depth can be improved. Adding multiple 8-bit images together will result in a
final image that has more than 8-bits (as long as there is noise present).
This last point will be the topic studied here. How many bits do we gain by stacking?
8-bits, 12-bits, 16-bits, 24-bits, 48-bits…
Cameras for astrophotography usually specify the number of bits they use to convert the analog
signal coming off the CCD into data fed to the computer. An 8-bit camera has 256 possible

Figure 1: Effect of combining images of multiple exposure durations. Note how the 1s exposure
shows a resolved core but little else while the 16s exposure shows many outer stars while saturating
the core. The combination of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16-second exposure produced the image on the bottom
right, clearly covering a wide range. Camera was an 8-bit SAC8.
intensities, a 12-bit has 4096, a 16-bit 65,535, etc. (2^bits). One might think that a 24-bit camera
has 16.7 million levels. There may well be some cameras that have this, but usually this means
24-bits of color information. This roughly (and sometimes exactly) translates to 8-bits of
information per color. So, 8-bits of red, green, and blue. If we’re imaging a target such as an
emission nebula with largely H-alpha light, we’re imaging largely red information. Thus, we
have about 8-bits of information in our nebula. If we’re imaging a galaxy, the red, green, and
blue components are similar, giving us three 8-bit images. While not quite 8-bits, it’s certainly
far from 24-bits of greyscale information (Note: on one-shot color cameras, each color is at
roughly one third the resolution as well). No matter how you combine 0-255, 0-255, and 0-255,
you’re not going to get a number that evenly covers the range of 0-16.7 million.
So, 24-bit color is roughly 8-bits of grayscale. Most computer monitors run in 24-bit color
today, meaning they can resolve 256 shades of grey. If an image looks good on a monitor and
it’s only showing 256 shades of grey, why do we need any more than 8 bits?

Bit loss
There are two reasons why we would like to have more than 8 bits in astroimaging. First, if
skyglow is showing up in your image, you’ve allocated some amount of your range to recording
the skyglow. In one shot on an 8-bit camera, you can no longer have a final image that has a
black background, white stars, and 256 smooth levels in between. Second, it is often the case
that the range we wish to capture is larger than 8-bits will provide. If the brightest spots on the
image are 255x as bright as the dimmest spots, we have a ~6 magnitude range if everything is
linear. To get fainter areas to be recorded, we’re going to either saturate the brighter areas or
compress the signal to make it fit into our 0-255 range. In doing so, we’re going to loose
information. If we try to get 0-511 into 0-255 by compressing it by a factor of 2, we’ll have
fractional intensities that’ll be rounded to the nearest integer. While we’ll have to do this in the
end, having the extra bits available at the outset allows one to do this later and to use any range
of linear and non-linear adjustments (e.g., “levels” or “curves” tools). Stretching your 0-255
image into 100-164 to bring out that galaxy just turned your 8-bit image into a 6-bit image!
Third, the presence of noise in our image limits the bit depth.
Therefore, having more than 8-bits at the outset is often considered a very good thing, even if the
final product will be an 8-bit image. How many extra bits are actually needed for amateurs isn’t
entirely clear. 16-bits are certainly enough, where every step in the 8-bit image is covered by
256 steps. Thus, the difference between 100 and 101 when in 8-bits is, in itself, 256 shades of
grey (a full monitor’s scale!) in a 16-bit image. I personally feel that 12-13 low-noise, wellexecuted bits is quite reasonable, but others may differ here.
Bit gain
How can we recover lost bit depth? There are two methods readily available to amateurs to
recover lost bit depth. First, multiple exposure durations can be used. If one shoots a 20 s
exposure that fails to show dim details of a galaxy’s arms but resolves the core and a 40 s
exposure that saturates the core but shows the dim details of the arms, these two images could be
combined. When done properly, every doubling (or halving) of the exposure duration adds
approximately one bit. In practice, several of each exposure duration will be required to achieve
a full bit per exposure duration, as there is a small amount of residual error in the combination
process (in our example, the bottom half of the intensity range from 0-255 would be recorded
faithfully, but the top half from 256-511 would have an error of -1 on every other intensity
value).
This technique will not be covered in detail here, however. I have a web page on this and will
produce a similar “white paper” on it at a later date. An image showing the limitation of 8-bits
and the dramatic effect of combining multiple exposure durations is shown below in Figure 1.
A second technique to gain bit depth is from stacking many exposures. This will be considered
in some detail here. A number of people have made guesstimates of “a few bits” as to how much
one could gain by doing this. Here, I have attempted to formalize this somewhat with a
combination of empirical tests and simulations.

The Role of Noise
At the outset, one might not believe that stacking multiple 8-bit images could produce an output
that is more than 8-bits. Suppose I had two images of four pixels each. In both, I record
intensities of [0 1 2 255]. If I average these two, I get [0 1 2 255]. If I add them, I get [0 2 4
510]. At first glance, one might think that the addition method increased my number of bits. My
scale now goes from 0-510 after all. However, I have actually gained nothing. If you notice,
there are no odd numbers in the sum. Two evens make an even and two odds make an even.
Thus, I have numbers that range from 0-510, but I’m missing half of them. I still only have 256
unique values possible. I still have 8-bits.
In this contrived situation, both images were identical. In reality, two equal-duration exposures
of the same target will never be identical. There is noise in the process. While often considered
a bad thing, noise (at least at the right spot) makes stacking able to increase bit depth. Without
any noise, we’d be stuck at 8-bits. With noise, we can go well beyond it.
Imagine now that there is a target that has a pixel that regardless of how many bits one uses to
quantize it is at a value of 100. The next pixel is 0.5% brighter, the one after that is 0.7%
brighter, and the last one is 1% brighter. If we have 8-bits to cover 0-255, we’d read this off
with no noise as [100 100 101 101]. We can’t resolve the 0.5% increase or 0.7% increase as
what they are and are forced to “quantize” them into 0% brighter (if one follows the “round to
evens” rule) and 1% brighter. So, the first two pixels are equal and the last ones are equal.
If we had 16-bits and scaled them to cover 0-255 rather than 0-65,535, we can resolve
differences as small as 1/256 or 0.004 (remember, each step in an 8-bit image equals 256 steps in
a 16-bit one). So, we could read this image as [100.0 100.5 100.7 101.0] just fine. For what it’s
worth, on this scale, a 9-bit image would quantize this in steps of 0.5, a 10-bit in steps of 0.25, an
11-bit in steps of 0.125, a 12-bit in steps of 0.062, etc. (You may start to see why 16-bits may be
overkill here).
Now, suppose we inject some small amount of noise into the image before the conversion
process. Let’s first take the 100 pixel, accurately being read as 100. If we inject a little bit of
noise, we may read it as 100 still some times, other times 101, or 102, or 99, or 98. Randomly, a
105 may even occur. Odder things happen in the world. Here, I used Matlab to create 10
samples of this pixel, assuming a small amount of noise:
101 100 100 100 101

99 101

99

99 100

I took the number 100 and added Gaussian (aka “normal”) noise with a standard-deviation of 1.0
to it. At this stage, I have numbers like 100.9688 for the first one. Then, since this is an 8-bit
imager that can only resolve intensity changes in steps of 1, I rounded the numbers to give us
integers.
If you calculate the average of this, you end up with 100.0. While that won’t always be the case
with 10 samples, as one increases the number of samples, one converges on this (it is the
“expected value”). Sum them and you get 1,000, of course.

Now, if we take our 100.5, add the same amount of noise to it, and quantize it (round it to an
integer), we may get numbers like:
101

99 100

99 101 101 102 100 101 101

Average these numbers and you get 100.5. We just resolved our 0.5% difference in intensity
when we should have only been able to resolve 1%. So, as long as your averaging process is
done with more than 8-bits (or you sum them to 1050 with more than 8 bits), you can resolve
signal differences smaller than one-bit as long as there is noise.
For those of you not convinced (really, that was the first set of random numbers Matlab gave
me), a good way to think about it is to think about flipping a coin. If there were no chaos in the
world (aka noise) and you flipped it exactly the same way each time, it could come up with
exactly the same output (e.g., heads). Each time you throw it, it is a little bit different, however
(as are air currents) and you see heads half the time and tails the other half. Do it enough times
and average it and you get a probability of heads of 0.5. Each toss only gave you a 1 or 0,
however. (If you don’t like accepting chaos, do this with a “loaded” coin such that heads has a
probability of 0.6 and tails 0.4. While you only have 0/1 (heads/tails) on each toss, over multiple
tosses, you’ll get to your 0.6 probability of heads).
Here, there is some true value of 100.5. Heads and
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Estimating the Noise
A SAC8 camera was placed in a dim room, aimed at a
target consisting of 10 grayscale bars. Amplifier gain
was set at the minimum and the f-stop of the lens was
adjusted to record the grayscale bars in a 2 s
exposure. Figure 2 shows a sample image.
A total of 200 such frames were collected. Twenty
points in the image were selected with two coming from
each bar and none near a hot pixel or a dust spot. The
signal from these 20 points was then extracted from all
200 images. To remove global shifts in intensity
resulting from slight variations in exposure duration, the
intensity in each pixel for a given image was divided by
the grand mean of the entire image.
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Figure 2: Sample frame
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The histogram of intensity values across images was
examined for each pixel. A sample is shown in Figure 3.
Overall, the distribution was very normal. Therefore, the
standard deviation for each pixel was calculated. The
standard deviation was relatively constant across image
intensity, although there was some sign of the variance
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Figure 3: Histogram showing one
pixel’s distribution of intensity
across 200 samples.
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Figure 4: Full-range (left) and zoomed (right) comparison of 8 and 16-bit simulated
images (even intensity range of 65,536 steps in a 0-255 range). The 8-bit (green) line
shows the “stair-step” quantization error while the 16-bit (blue) line is smooth
being proportional to the mean (the brightest bars showed an increase).
When converted back into 0-255 intensity values, the average standard deviation was 1.87. A
Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation of 1.87 was therefore used to simulate noise
across images in a stack.
Simulations
Simulations were conducted in Matlab 7.0. A vector of integers ranging from 0-65535 was
constructed. This was divided by 256 to create a vector that ranged from 0-255 in 65535 steps
(each step being 1/256 or 0.0039 between each value). A copy of that vector was made and
rounded to produce an equal-length and equal-ranged vector (0-255 with 65,536 entries) that
consisted of integer-only values, commensurate with an 8-bit imager. Thus, one can imagine
these as images consisting of a line that smoothly moves from black to white in 65,536 shades of
grey. Our goal is to determine how faithfully the subtle shades are reproduced.
Figure 4 plots these two vectors both full-scale (left) and zoomed-in (right). The quantization
error is clearly visible on the right, where the 8-bit version must use discrete integer steps to
cover the range 124.8-126.4.
A total of 200 vectors of random Gaussian noise (sd=1.87, mean=0) were created. Each vector
was added to both the 8-bit and 16-bit versions of the “image”. After adding into the 8-bit
image, the vector was rounded to an integer value. No quantization was done on the 16-bit
image.
Averages of 10, 50, 100, and all 200 vector images were created (using 32-bit floating point
numbers). Figure 5 shows a zoomed-in version of each of the stacks, along with the noiseless 8and 16-bit vectors. For visualization purposes, the stacks were offset vertically from each other.
The classic stair-step pattern of quantization error is greatly reduced in a stack of only 10 images
and is not visible at all in a stack of 50 images. At this point, the 8- and 16-bit stacks visually
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Figure 5: Zoomed-in presentation of effect of stacking noisy frames. The noiseless 8- and 16bit lines are shown (dark blue and green) as in Figure 4. Even in a stack of 10 8-bit images,
the stair-step quantization is hardly present. Beyond 10 frame stacks, 8- and 16-bit images
look remarkably similar, being dominated no longer by quantization, but by the inherent
noise.
look very similar, both being dominated by noise (noise that reduces with stack size, as
expected).
A better view of the error induced by
quantization can be seen in Figure 6. Here,
the difference between the 16-bit and the 8-bit
stacks is plotted for the different stack lengths.
Since the same noise vectors were added into
both stacks, Figure 6 shows the effect of
quantizing the signal into 8-bits during the
“acquisition” of each frame. The large
quantization with no noise is seen and the
reducing error with stack length is seen as
well.
To examine this in more detail, Figure 7
shows the quantization error for the stacks
separately. Indicated here as well is what the
error would be with 9-12 bits of quantization
without any noise. Where 8-bits represents ±
0.5, 9-bits represents ± 0.25, 10-bits ± 0.125,
etc.
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Figure 6: Quantization error with no noise
(blue line) and with noisy stacks of 10-200
frames.

To quantify the noise, the root-mean-squared of the quantization error was calculated, ranging
from 0.09 in the 10-length stack to 0.02 in the 200-lenth stack. (RMS will equal standard
deviation and I will use the two interchangeably). This was converted into bits. The 10-length
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Figure 7: Detail on data from Figure 6 showing quantization error vs. stack length. For each
stack length, the root mean squared (RMS) error is indicated along with the corresponding
number of bits in the image. Dashed lines in each panel indicate the level of quantization
error predicted by 9-12 bits were there no noise.

stack corresponded to 10.5 bits (RMS), 50-length to 11.6 bits, 100-length 12.1 bits, and 200length 12.6 bits.
Thus, given the noise in the sampling process, a 100-200 stack length of 8-bit images yields
quantization errors on par with a 12-bit image. Further, it takes very few images to yield real
gains in bit depth.

Bit Loss Associated with Noise
While noise in the process helps remove quantization
errors, few would argue that noise is otherwise a good
thing. Noise in itself produces a limit to the intensityresolution of an image. While a noiseless 16-bit
conversion may be ideal, it is not reality.
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We can therefore ask what the current level of noise has
done to both the 8- and 16-bit stacks. To do so, the
200-length stacks were compared to the original
noiseless vector (0-255 in 65,535 steps). The two
stacks are shown in Figure 8 (displaced for
visualization). Visually, the two are indistinguishable.
From the stacking process, we would expect the
standard deviation of the 200-length stack to be 0.132
(the original standard deviation of 1.87 times
1/sqrt(200)). As expected, the 16-bit stack has a
standard deviation of 0.132. Quite similarly, the 8-bit
stack has a standard deviation of 0.134 – an increase of
only 1.5% and a huge reduction from the original 1.87.
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Figure 8: Total error from ideal for
the 16-bit and 8-bit 200-length stacks.
The standard deviations are virtually
identical, demonstrating that noise
rather than quantization error
dominates at this level and that the
jump to 16 bits did little. Results
were similar in 10, 50, and 100length stacks.

Results from this were similar with the 10, 50 and 100length stacks. In the 50-length stack, we
would predict a standard deviation of 0.265.
0.7
The 16-bit stack had a standard deviation of
0.6
0.264 and the 8-bit stack had a standard
deviation of 0.267. In the 10-length stack,
0.5
we would predict a standard deviation of
0.136. The 16-bit and 8-bit stacks resulted
0.4
in standard deviations of 0.595 and 0.601
respectively.
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From this, it is clear that under these
circumstances, the inherent noise in the
imaging process is about six times higher
than the quantization noise for a 200-length
stack. In fact, the quantization noise in a
10-length stack of 8-bit images is smaller
than the inherent noise in a 200-length stack
of 16-bit images. This point is made most
clearly in Figure 9 where the standard
deviation of the ideal error in the noisy
stacks (red bars) is plotted alongside the
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Figure 9: Relative size of quantization error and
inherent noise error for different stack lengths.
Note, inherent error is the idealized 1/sqrt(N)
and is not a function of quantization.

specific component of the error resulting from quantization. Note that here, the ideal error is
1.87*1/sqrt(N) and is not driven by quantization at all. Quantization error in stacks of 8-bit
images is relatively small.
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Amount of Noise
So far, the amount of noise has been constant in
the simulations (derived from an actual camera).
What happens as the noise is decreased? Clearly,
the inherent noise will drop. In a 50-length stack,
noise with a standard deviation of 1.0 would yield
a final standard deviation of the stack’s noise of
0.14. A standard deviation of 0.5 would give half
this at 0.07. Since noise has helped quantization
error, it would be good to know how much noise
is needed.
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The same simulations were run varying the
standard deviation of the inherent noise (see
Figure 10). At 0.4, the quantization error had not
changed and remained 0.04 – or about 60% the
size of the inherent noise level of 0.07. Below
this point, the quantization noise began to rise.
For example, at an inherent noise level of 0.2
noise, the quantization error rose to 0.11 while the
inherent idealized noise dropped to 0.03. At this
point, the total error in the 8-bit stack was 0.11,
clearly dominated by the quantization component
and clearly larger than the total error of 0.03 in
the 16-bit stack.
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Figure 10: Sources of error as a function
of the standard deviation of the inherent
noise (assuming 0-255 scale. Multiply
by 256 for 0-65535 scale) for a 50-length
stack. Note that the total error in a stack
of 8-bit images is virtually identical to
the 16-bit stack and to the ideal for
inherent noise values above 0.4-0.5
where the quantization noise has been
minimized. In the presence of even small
amounts of noise, 16-bit raw frames have
very little gain over 8-bit raw frames in
stacks.

Thus, for an 8-bit imager, a standard deviation of
0.4-0.5 could be considered ideal (on a 0-255 scale – 100-128 for 0-65535 scale). Below this
level and one does not reap the benefits of stacking on reducing the quantization error. That
noise with a magnitude approximately half the quantization step is optimal certainly makes
sense.
Conclusions
In the presence of noise, stacking numerous 8-bit images has been shown to reduce the
quantization error significantly. Stacks of 100 noisy images yield quantization accuracy on par
with 12-bit noiseless quantization. Stacks of 50 images were nearly as good, loosing only half a
bit. Further, given the inherent noise in the cameras, the need for 16 bits is not entirely clear.
Only when the noise is very low (a standard deviation of 0.5 on a scale of 0-255 or 128 on a
scale of 0-65,535) was the quantization noise remaining in a stack of 50 frames becoming the
major component of the noise in 8-bit stacks. Until this point was reached, the total error in
equal length stacks was virtually identical, regardless of bit depth.

Appendix: Sample Images
The above coverage of this topic was intended to be a relatively rigorous empirical treatment of
the issues surrounding bit depth and it’s associated limitations in entry-level astrophotography
equipment. I have added this Appendix to demonstrate the main conclusions on a set of images.
While some may find the line graphs highly informative, others may not. The pictures show the
issues quite clearly (and could save many from reading a lot of text).
The sample image used in a photograph of my son and me, cropped to 350x350 pixels and
converted into grayscale. Since monitors display 8-bits of gray and since the original had only 8bits of grey (24-bits of color), 8-bits will serve as the reference. Our low-bit condition takes the
8-bit image and quantizes it into 4-bits (16 shades of gray).

Raw 8-bit (left) and 4-bit (right) images. Note quantization error on right.
The quantization error in the 4-bit image (right) is quite clear. 16-shades of grey does not a
pretty picture make.

Low noise (top) and moderate noise (bottom) single frames at 8-bit (left) and 4-bit (right).
Note, quantization error still present in low-noise 4-bit. In moderate noise, only 16 shades are
used and quantization error is still present. Your eye averages it out, however. Both 8-bit and
4-bit look equally bad.
Next, single frames were constructed by adding either a very small amount of noise or a
moderate amount of noise to each raw frame. The noise was added to the original raw data and,
for the 4-bit frame, this noisy image was quantized into 16 shades of gray again. What we can
see is that:
1) More noise makes a worse looking image than less noise, and
2) More noise has started to make both the 8-bit and the 4-bit frames look about the same. Both
are “equally bad”.

Stacks of 100 images. Low noise (top) and moderate noise (bottom). 8-bit (left) and 4-bit
(right). With too little noise, quantization error is still present in the 4-bit low noise
condition. In the moderate-noise condition, 8-bit and 4-bit stacks are remarkably similar.
The premise of this report, however, is that stacking will not only reduce the noise but it will also
increase the bit depth. Further, it is that in the presence of moderate amounts of noise, a stack of
high-bit images will be quite similar to a stack of low-bit images. Here, I have argued that
quantization error is reduced significantly and that it is no longer the main source of error. Here,
100 frames like the previous ones were constructed and stacked.
We can see that in the presence of moderate amounts of noise, the quantization error has
disappeared. The stack of 4-bit images is quite smooth and indistinguishable from the stack of 8bit images. With too little noise, the stacks clearly differ and the 8-bit version is clearly superior.

